
 
 
  

 

Cr Darcy Byrne 
Mayor of Leichhardt 
7-15 Wetherill Street 
LEICHHARDT 2040       25th August, 2014  
 
Dear Darcy, 
 
DIGGERS MEMORIAL, CURRENTLY AT LEICHHARDT BUS DEPOT 
 
There is currently a statue of a World War I digger, in summer dress, on a corner 
near the older offices toward the rear of Leichhardt Bus Depot. This statue, and the 
commemorative plaques on its replacement plinth, was moved to this site from the 
Rozelle Tramsheds, adjacent to the Crescent and Johnstons Creek, when the Sheds 
were closed in 1958. 
 
The memorial was originally erected in memory of workers from the Tramsheds who 
were killed during World War I. In its original position it stood on a rendered masonry 
plinth, somewhat higher than the figure of the digger itself, in a garden specifically 
designed for the purpose on the northern side of the Tramsheds. The garden itself 
was part of the memorial, and won awards for its design and beauty. 
 
As part of the redevelopment of Harold Park and the Tramsheds, Mirvac is handing 
over 3.8 ha of land adjacent to the cliff next to the Tramsheds as a major new park, 
connecting to the other Johnstons Creek Parklands that serve the residents of the 
adjacent suburbs, some of them in Leichhardt and some in the City of Sydney. The 
City has developed a design, in consultation with residents, which includes the 
adaptive reuse of the Tramsheds and the recreation of the memorial garden. In 
response to residents' requests, the City is also exploring the option of restoring the 
statue of the digger to its original site in the memorial garden. 
 
The Glebe Society asks you to support this relocation. At present the statue is not 
publicly accessible, whereas if it were returned it would not only be accessible but in 
a much more attractive garden setting, at a site where it commemorates tram 
workers as originally intended. Its current site is in a poky corner. Moreover, it would 
be possible to recreate the original plinth with the surviving memorial plaques, which 
would create a much more substantial and significant memorial. 
 
It is a fortunate coincidence that the work on the Sheds and park is to take place 
during the 100th anniversary of World War I. It would be difficult to think of a more 
appropriate way to honour the memory or the Tram workers that by reinstating this 
memorial at this time and in its original form and site. We ask for your support to 
achieve this. Photos of the memorial now, and as it was originally, are attached. 
 
Yours truly  
 
John Gray 
President 
cc:  Lord Mayor of the City of Sydney 

National Trust of NSW 
Australian War Memorial 
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